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	This first title on the topic provides complete coverage, including the molecular basis, production and possible biomedical applications. Written by the most prominent academic researchers in the field as well as by researchers at one of the world's leading companies in industrial production of minicircle DNA, this practical book is aimed at everyone who is directly or indirectly involved in the development of gene therapies.


	After significant improvements in the field of non-viral vector development, we

	compiled the status of those “new plasmids” within this book. The tools for gene- or

	cell therapy and DNA vaccination are available in form of pure genetic material

	(DNA, RNA) or within more complex units (viral vectors, VLP, aggregates containing

	chemical substances or “simply” cells).





	We gave an overview on initial non-viral approaches in 2001 with “Plasmids for

	Therapy and Vaccination” (edited by M. Schleef, E-Book ISBN 978-3-527-61284-0,

	Wiley-VCH) summarizing the different types of plasmid vectors to be used, their

	structure and functionality including regulatory aspects and those of making them.

	Later we focussed on the route of administration, pharmaceutical DNA and specific

	features (e.g. CpG motifs) of such: “DNA Pharmaceuticals” (edited by M. Schleef,

	ISBN 978-3-527-31187-3, Wiley-VCH).
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Unity 4.x Game Development by Example Beginner's GuidePackt Publishing, 2013

	A seat-of-your-pants manual for building fun, groovy little games quickly with Unity 4.x


	Overview

	
		Learn the basics of the Unity 3D game engine by building five small, functional game projects
	
		Explore simplification and iteration techniques that will make you more successful as a game...
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Mechanical Behaviour of Engineering Materials: Metals, Ceramics, Polymers, and CompositesSpringer, 2007
Components used in mechanical engineering usually have to bear high mechanical loads. It is, thus, of considerable importance for students of mechanical engineering and materials science to thoroughly study the mechanical behaviour of materials. There are different approaches to this subject: The engineer is mainly interested in design rules to...
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Amphibionics : Build Your Own Biologically Inspired Reptilian RobotMcGraw-Hill, 2003
This work provides the hobbyist with detailed mechanical, electronic, and PIC microcontroller knowledge needed to build and program a snake, frog, turtle, and alligator robots.  It focuses on the construction of each robot in detail, and then explores the world of slithering, jumping, swimming, and walking robots, and the artificial intelligence...
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Assistive Technologies for People with Diverse Abilities (Autism and Child Psychopathology Series)Springer, 2014

	The familiar image of the disabled tends to emphasize their limitations and reduced quality of life. However, many people with cognitive, motor, and other difficulties also have the capacity to enhance their social interactions, leisure pursuits and daily activities with the aid of assistive...
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Sams Teach Yourself TCP/IP in 24 Hours (4th Edition)Sams Publishing, 2008
In just 24 lessons of one hour or less, you will uncover the inner workings of TCP/IP. Using a straightforward, step-by-step approach, each lesson builds on the previous ones, enabling you to learn the essentials of TCP/IP from the ground up.
 

Practical discussions provide...
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Handbook of Multisensor Data Fusion: Theory and Practice, Second Edition (Electrical Engineering and Applied Signal Processing)CRC Press, 2008
In the years since the bestselling first edition, fusion research and applications have adapted to service-oriented architectures and pushed the boundaries of situational modeling in human behavior, expanding into fields such as chemical and biological sensing, crisis management, and intelligent buildings.
Handbook of Multisensor Data...
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